1.0 GENERAL

.1 The integrity and continuity of unique paving designs or materials such as exposed aggregate, coloured concrete, tile mosaics, rubberized asphalt, etc. may be difficult or impossible to match or replace. Designers should consider the need to repair or replace these materials over time.

.2 Laying of flagstones or slab type paving with large gaps in between should be avoided due to the likelihood of weeds growing between them.

.3 The maintenance and repair of non-standard paving materials will be customer funded expenses of the unit requesting them.

.4 Base prep requirements must follow standard requirements specified in Master Municipal Construction Documents (MMCD).

1.1 Related Guidelines

.1 MMCD Master Municipal Construction Documents, current edition


2.0 MATERIALS AND DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

2.1 Design Requirements

.1 All standard municipal roadways should conform to MMCD and the Transportation Association of Canada’s, Geometric Design Guide for Canadian Roads, current editions.

.2 All road repair, remediation and rehabilitation shall be compliant with MMCD, current edition.